INTRODUCTION
Research on kinematic-based visual servoing for robots considers the robots as serial kinematic chain. with any dynamics involved, of course. In this way, the output of the kinematic-based visual servoing schemes stand for the desired cartesian velocity far a given dynamical robot controller. The underlying assumption of these schemes is that there exists a very f a t dynamical contmller that yields exactly the desired canesian velocity at every instant. olherwise there will be mismatch in the differential kinematic mapping. Sincc a given dynamical conlmller cannol produce exactly the desired Cartesian velocity a1 evcry inswant. then il violalcs the whole formulation of kinematic-based visual servoing. However, to keep the formulation as physically valid. feedback gains a r e manipulated so as to wry blow desired cnncsim vrlacily are produced, and then the dynamical robot controller has inore chance to track more precisely this trajectory The result is a low performance visual servaing scheme.
An allernalive approach to dcd with high pcrformancc visual servoing is IO take into account explicitly the dynamics. These approach has recently been tacklcd by a few authors. The result is an explicit computation of the dynamical robot controller. that cnn uack desired ~rajec-lories, no1 necessarily low velocity Imjeclories. That is. In contrast to the largo number of approaches in kinematic-baed visual servoing, very few schemes are available for dynamic-based visual servoing. Uncalibrated amera with unknown mho1 paramelen are considered in [I] . [Z] , [5] , [6]. Adaptive control techniques guarantee asymptotic stability with a considerable load on the online computation of the regressor and adaptive panmeters. In contrast, (31 presents a regressor free controller which guarantees exponential tracking in image space in fixed camera configuration lor 2D image-based mcking.
A. Contribution
The real time performance in the continuous domain of the novel dynamical visual servoing scheme 131 is presented md discussed. This is possible due to a proposed predictor based m heurislical hypothesis of the Smith Predictor. The salient feature is the simplicily of the decentralized controller, which exhibits B PID smchue hased on image tracking errom. A rough estimation of the image jvcobian and camera parameters. Experiments show that even under 99% of uncenainty of these parameters, exponential tracking is ohwined. A predictor is proposed to deal with the multirating nalure of the visual servoing scheme. This stmcfure is discussed and experimentally validated.
ROBOT MODEL
The dynamics of a serial n-link rigid, non-redundanf fully acluated robot manipulator can be written as follows where q E R" is the vector of generalized joint displacements, with Q t R" its velocity, 7 t R'LX' stands far the vector applied joint lorques. H ( q ) t R"X" is the symmetric positive definite manipulator inenia mauix, C(q,e) 
where n is the scaling factor, J (4) is the analytic Jacobian matrix of the manipulator. R;' = (aR)-'. z E R2 stands for the end-effector transformation from robot base to camera base. In the screen coordinate frame. the robot position is captured with the following position. given in pixels,
13)
where no is the scaling parameter'. 
VI. REMARKS
A. Two conrml feedback loops encader that measures q and X, X are available.
B. Two contml feedback 1oop.r
The stability analysis suggest that B damping force equivalent to K& Nnt is implemented to stabilize the system around the uncalihrated joint error manifold 9, = 0. On the other hand. 6 = 8gn(sa) switches over the visual error manifold .sa = 0 to induce precisely a sliding mode at 86 = 0. to finally converge toward its equilibrium It is assumed that there is a joint sensor, that is an A r = 0. and ai: = O .
C. PlD-like structure
The controller ( 14) can he written as follows
where
It is evident the simple ~VUcfure ofthis con(roller, only an estimate of the composition of the image jacobian, the rotation matrix and the scaling and depth parameters are required.
E. Robust [rocking
The stability analysis of the theorem shows that a second order sliding mode is induced, and thus chatteringfree control effort arises with robust image-based tracking, typical of variable stmcture conuollers.
E 3D visual srrvoing?
Our control scheme is valid only for the plana case. but if the jamhian is available. this algorithm can be extended to n 2 3 degrees of freedom simply by using a proper camera projection model, and substituting the red jacobian by the estimate one in the controller. 1,33,6G 
ri, = I C d t i , Z , ( t ) = I < d S ( t O ) e X , l -L * C,(t)
= tidY,4"0Thi, is, z(k) = zd(k -I), i ( k ) = i d ( k -I),
Az(t) = a ( t ) -~( t )
+ Az(t -I),
Ab(t) = i ( t ) -i d ( t ) + Ai (t -I ) , (19)
Using this predictor 01 imaged based psition and velocity error, we solve the multiple sampling rate pmblem3, implied in all most visual scmoing systems. This predictor show attractive advantages because its simple and low computational cost implementation. compared with the predictors showed in 171.
v l l l . SIMULATIONS A twc-cgid link, planar rohot is considered, with a CCD camera. see parameters in Tables I and II. All inenial parameters of the robot mm and all panmeten of the camera, including depth of field of view, are unknown. The endpoint of the manipulator is requested to draw a circle in image space defined with respect to the vision frame yd = (~d~,~d~)~ = (0.1coswt +0.25,O.lsinwt+ 0.15). where w = 0.5 radlsec. Simulations are canied in Mntlab 6.0. with RungeKuttdS as the numefical salver, at 1 ins. so it was assumed that visual daw m i v c s also GI Ims, otherwise a technique to obtain z , i at l n~s should he implemented. for instance prediction technique showed in section (VU) lo predict the following desired tnjectory. Results presented in Figure (5) . shows exponential mcking capabilities of the cantml. with a remarkable smooth control effon.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
This system consists of tree suhsystems. These suhsystems are showed in Figure (1) . Figure (2) shows the tree subsystems on fined camera configuration. 
A. Roboi Cuntml Sysiem

1) Hardware:
The 2 DOF planar mbot was designed and constructed at the center. This is acrualed by two 220V A.C. direct drive motors with integrated optical encoders of 2048 ppr. These motors are Yaskawa SGM-08A314 and SGM-WU3B4L for link 1 and 2 respectively. The drivers of motors are Yaskawa Servopacks SGD-08AS and SGDA-WAS. The National lnsuuments PCI-60248 data acquisition board was used to handle the U 0 signals. In order to improve the resolution of the encoders, a hardware encoder quadrature was implemented.
2) Sofhwn: The robot control system wm implemented inn 1.5 GHz Pentium IV Pc with 2S6 Mh DRAM memory on Windows Zoo0 OS. To provide a friendly user interface. a GUI was develowd on bhwindows CVI 6.0 of National Instruments.
B. Vision System
1)
Hardware: The visual informtion is obtained with a SONY I)FWVSOO digital CCD canem with 30 fis full motion picture. which adopts the IEEE1394-1995 standard. The implementation of the vision system was done in a 1.533 Ghr AMD 180& processor. with 512 Mh DRAM. PC. Sincs a real lime infonnstion processing was needed, thc OS selected for this station is Linur Dehian with B Real Time Application Interface (Linux RTAl module) compiled on kernel to achieve hard rcd timc schedu1cr.A Pinnacle Sludio DV PC board was installed to mnanagc the mnsmission of visual information through IEEE1394 pons.
ZJ SoJmore: Linux provides numerous free software and applications: there exist especial libraries and modules far caplure and treaflnent of digital visual infomalion for the IEEE1394 slandard. In order to use functions,of these low level modules, we developed software libraries far image data acquisition. These libraries include functions for processing, treatment and analysis of digital images, data managemen1 functions. scheduler management functions and so on, all functions used 10 acquire psition and velocity of the robot end effeclor in image space. In order to implement the visual Vacking system we set up different marks to the robot end effector. robot link 1 and robot base, as showed in Figure ( 3). These marks were circles of different radius'. The visual tracking process involve different stages. The first one is Syarm Initialirmion. where image space location of the desired marks is done, using digital processing lechniques as segmentation, labeling and pattem identification. These marks are characterized using image binmy momnrr.(e.g. central moment and first order moments). The next stage is visual Trocking, where we match and locate the selected marks in two consecutive frames and eslimale thcir inter-frame disparity, finding Ihc minimal mark matching error betwucn frames, this is done using Ihc Sum of Square Diference (SSDJ as B correlation measurement 181. This disparity is used to compute the cslimted rate of change (velocity) with Euler derivation. This slage is rcpeated several times and, at Ihc end of each loop, a new inark characrenulion is done to avoid inommental position error. the complete vision system was implemented i n B hard red rime.
'Wr vlccld c i n l e~ 2s muks due Io its image prosmrr. i.e. rotrtionr1 invvlance. In addition, a user interface was coded to provide final, easy and useful. user tmls (see Figure (3) ). This GUI was developed in GTK+ software for Linux. The importance of this CUI is exalted due to, in this approach. robat endeffector task is designed in image space, this implies that direct access to the visual information is needed in order to define this task, and here yields the GUI impamece.
C. Communicalion System
As we explain. few lines above. the experimental system consist in vision system, mbot control system and communication syslem, the last one was created to establish a link between the other W O systems. The communication is via TCPIIP protocol, the reason of this selection is simply. we have differenl OS for each system (Vision System-Linux, Robot Convol System-Windows 2000). and TCPIIP protocol provides a standard language ahla to be used in both OS. With the aim of use this protocol. a spccific function wiu coded in C language IO manage information coming through this via. 
X. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The desire image hacd task is follow a circle track with radius T = 40 pircls, and centered in (c.,cy) = (23G. 355) p i s e l a referenced with the image space axes. The circle is generated with an angular velocity of w = 0.628 mdls. The psilion of the rotmt end effector is showed a1 the GUI in the visual system. Paramean of Velocities of joint and image space were estimated using Eulrr denvation and filtered with sccand order Butfenvonh filler a showing nexf
where, y is filtered output, z is input signal, bo ... bl y a,, az. are filler cwffiicienls and k is the Sampling pend.
The expenmental resulu of this approach arc showed in figures (6). 
XI. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental venficalion of the decentralized nonlinear PIU for tracking of dynamical robots using uncalibrated camera in fix configuration is presented. The YISYTI sliding surlvce vias behavior ii e x p o~n t i d m d ilr
